Thesis Abstract

This thesis is entitled "Morphological and Grammatical Issues in the Book of "Adwaa Al Bayan fi Eidah Al Qura'n Bil Qura'n" By Muhammad Al Amin Ash-Shanqiti (1393 AH), (Analytical Descriptive Study). Thus, such thesis was made for the purpose of illustrating the impact of grammar and morphology upon the rules of Fiqh and originality, as well as showing the grammatical knowledge of Ash-Shanqity who is well known as one of Sharia scholars. In addition, it aims to demonstrate the grammatical and morphological issues upon which the rules of Fiqhare built, along with introducing the opinions of Sharia scholars on such grammatical and morphological issues.

The thesis is divided into two sections to be preceded by an introduction and preface and ended by a conclusion and index, as follows:

Preface: I introduced Ash-Shanqiti, his name, ancestry, birth, education, family, trips, characters, scholars' tribute to him, his works, professors, students, and his death. After that, I talked about his book entitled "Adeaa Al Bayan". Thus, I introduced it in addition to his manner in such book, the reason of writing it, description of book's editions, the combination with sciences, and his approach in stating the proofs.

Section I: The grammatical and morphological issues. It is divided into three chapters. The first is about controversial issues that Ash-Shanqiti intervened in accidentally or optionally. The second was marked by (Controversial issues that neither Ash-Shanqiti intervened in nor indicated to the difference in .The third: I talked in it about the concurrent issues.

Section II: Ash-Shanqiti attended in demonstrating issues. Section II was about his position of grammarians, and his grammatical attitude. I spoke about his position of Basra and Kufa grammarians'. I also mentioned his position of other grammarians as I talked about his grammatical attitude and his terms.